
CITY OF MARLBOROUGH MEETING POSTING

Meeting Name: SCHOOL COMMITTEE OPERATIONS MEETING

Date:_

Time:

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 12. 2019

6:15 PM

Location: DISTRICT EDUCATION CENTER. 17 WASHINGTON STREET

Agenda Items to be addressed:

THE LISTING OF TOPICS THAT THE CHAIR REASONABLY ANTICIPATES WILL BE
DISCUSSED AT THE MEETING IS NOT INTENDED AS A GUARANTEE OF THE TOPICS
THAT WILL HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED. NOT ALL TOPICS LISTED MAY IN FACT BE
DISCUSSED, AND OTHER TOPICS NOT LISTED MAY ALSO BE BROUGHT UP FOR
DISCUSSION TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW.

1. Elementary Schedule

Respectfully submitted,

Heidi Matthews, Secretary
Marlborough School Committee



CITY OF MARLBOROUGH MEETING POSTING

Meeting Name: MPS SCHOOL COMMITTEE MEETING

Date: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 2019

Time: 7:30PM

Location: DISTRICT EDUCATION CENTER, 17 WASHINGTON STREET

Agenda Items to be addressed:

1. CaIlto Order
2. Pledge of Allegiance
3. Presentation

A. MRS Student Advisory
4. Committee DiscussionlDirectives
5. Communications
6. Superintendent’s Report

A. Assistant Superintendent of Teaching & Learning
7. Acceptance of Minutes

A. Minutes of the September 24, 2019 School Committee Meeting
8. Public Participation
9. Action Items/Reports

A. FY20 Akiruno Trip
B. Festival Disney
C. Assabet Valley Collaborative Quarterly Report

10. Reports of School Committee Sub-Committees
11. Members’ Forum
12. Adjournment

Respectfully submitted,

Heidi Matthews, Secretary
Marlborough School Committee

THE LISTING OF TOPICS THAT THE CHAIR REASONABLY ANTICIPATES WILL BE
DISCUSSED AT THE MEETING IS NOT INTENDED AS A GUARANTEE OF THE TOPICS
THAT WILL HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED. NOT ALL TOPICS LISTED MAY IN FACT BE
DISCUSSED, AND OTHER TOPICS NOT LISTED MAY ALSO BE BROUGHT UP FOR
DISCUSSION TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW.



SCHOOL COMMITTEE Agenda Item # 3A
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
(ACTION ITEM) For School Committee Meeting of

November 12, 2019

SUBJECT: MHS Student Advisory Committee Update

Person(s) preparing Agenda Item: Daniel Riley

Title: Principal

Listing of Attachments (supporting documentation):

SAC Members & Agenda

BACKGROUND:

The Student Advisory Committee updates the School Committee on various activities at Marlborough
High School a few times each year.

STATUS:

SAC presenting (list of topics attached)

RECOMMENDATION:

That the students are acknowledged for their updates for MPS.

Recommended by: 1’

Recommended by the Superintendent:

10/20 17



4MPS Marlborough Public Schools
Transforming Education

Daniel J. Riley. Principal
Marlborough High School

431 Bolton Street,, Marlborough, MA 01752
(508) 460-3500, ext. 7380 • driley@mps-edu.org

Student Advisory Committee Members

*Dottje Davis (12th)

Alicia Bibi (12th)

Allison Lucas (1 Ith)

Hattie Parker (101h)

Emma Marakoulos (1 0th)

*School Committee Representative

Student Advisory Committee Agenda

November 12, 2019

• Allison Lucas — Sports Captain
• Alicia Bibi — Soccer
• Hattie Parker — Student Council

www. mps-edu. org

It is the policy of the Marlborough Public Schools not to discriminate on the basis of race, gender, religion, national origin, color, homelessness,
sexual orientation, gender identity, age or disability in its education programs, services, activities or employment practices.



SCHOOL COMMITTEE SUPERINTENDENT UPDATE

TO: MARLBOROUGH SCHOOL COMMITTEE

FROM: MICHAEL BERGERON, SUPERINTENDENT

SUBJECT: SUPERINTENDENT’S UPDATE

DATE: 11/12/2019

1. Enrollment Update: I would like to update the committee on enrollment. As the chart
below reflects, we are on an upswing of enrollment districtwide.
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Breaking this down further, we can show which areas are under the most stress with
enrollment at this time. The chart below shows that we are at peak for K-5 students right now,
and the highest we have seen in 17 years of data. This trend is strongest in early grades, where
we are seeing consistent ‘bubble’ grades at K, 1, and 4. (418, 409, 425 students respectively)
Strong elementary enrollments will lead to higher enrollments at Whitcomb and eventually the
high school, even with existing strong competition for choice alternatives.



SchoolYear PK-12 K-5 6-8 9-12

2003-04 4851 2345 1218 1139

2004-05 4796 2284 1243 1112

2005-06 4669 2227 1148 1140

2006- 07 4600 2182 1069 1200

2007-08 4594 2231 1044 1183

2008-09 4573 2239 1041 1134

2009-10 4539 2240 958 1178

2010- 11 4724 2360 979 1212

2011- 12 4632 2357 968 1138

2012- 13 4654 2324 1022 1132

2013- 14 4558 2301 1011 1061
2014-15 4543 2327 968 1072

2015- 16 4485 2344 917 1076

2016-17 4526 2349 921 1083

2017- 18 4575 2378 913 1102

2018- 19 4657 2407 1000 1067

2019- 20 4759 2468 1065 1041

Additionally, I have looked to research the births in the city to determine if there is a rise/fall in
the number of school aged children that will be coming to the schools. That information is
below. While births have leveled off to average at 500 for the last few years, K enrollment has
stayed steady, and slightly increased enrollment this year to 418 students. There does not
seem to be a direct link between births and enrollment, or a predictable one at this time.

Year Births Year Births
2016 510 2011 510
2015 455 2010 512
2014 508 2009 528

2013 504 2008 566

2012 505 2007 576

As a point of clarity in this process, the MSBA proposed enrollment for our K-5 program is 2,260
students in FY25/26, with an additional 70 student growth over time and 25 additional students
for new developments at the time we began this project. This total of 2,355 was in line with
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our enrollment in 2016; we are now currently enrolling 2,468 students at the K-S level. I do not
see any way the MSBA or the district would or could have known, based on available data our
enrollment would be this high; and I agreed with the projected MSBA enrollments at that time.

To review this more in depth, and to gain a better understanding of where our enrollment is
headed, I am asking Mr. Dias to procure a statistician to help us predict our enrollment in a
better way than we can do. Additionally, to cover increased enrollment at the elementary
level, in next year’s budget process I will need to ask for an increase of FTE to be able to keep
class sizes reasonable at the Elementary level. In addition to class sizes, we have now enrolled
over 1,200 students accessing EL services and we will need to make sure our staffing can
accommodate the needs of this growing population at every level.

2. March 3’ and March 5k” 2020: On March 3rd, there will be a Presidential primary which may
require voting at the schools. We have a half day scheduled for March 5th, and my proposal is
to switch the half day to March 3rd to ease the burden of parking for voting in the afternoon
and evening. With enough notice, this will be easier for families and staff to prepare for a
change to the calendar. I will place this as an action item for the next meeting to consider. I
also want to involve our after school program in this as well, to make sure we can provide
services on the proposed day.

Respectfully Submitted,
Michael Bergeron

Superintendent of Schools
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Marlborough Public Schools
Transforming Education

Mary Murphy. Assistant Superintendent of Teaching & Learning
17 Washington Street, Marlborough, MA 01752

(508) 460-3509, ext. 10111 • mmurphy©mps-edu.org

Assistant Superintendent of Teaching and Learning Report to School Committee
Regular Session November 12, 2019

November 5th Professional Development Day: I have attached the November 5th Professional Development
Choice Catalog to my report. In addition to these choices selected teachers were scheduled in some targeted
professional development sessions. For example: co-teaching at Marlborough High School, and TeachTown for
pathways and connections staff. Additionally, all K-4 classroom teachers attended a workshop on STEAM. In
October the K-4 lead teachers participated in professional development sessions lead by a WPI trainer. Last
year’s K-8 Steam Integration Planning Team identified elementary training and integration of STEAM based
projects into the new K-4 science units as priority actions. To support this implementation, all K-4 classroom
teachers will also be scheduled in another targeted session in January. On that day their grade level lead
teachers will share their first new science unit. Each of these units will include a STEAM Challenge. Once
presented, these units and STEAM Challenges will be implemented before the end of the school year.

The Director of Student Services offered multiple workshops for paraeducators and behavior technicians on
the November Professional Development Day. Support staff joined teachers in sessions regarding Mental
Health, Trauma, TeachTown and Mindfulness. Other scheduled sessions were designed only for support staff.
These workshops focused on strategies to meet individual learners needs in the classroom and strategies to
fade adult support and building student independence.

www. mps-edu. org

It is the policy of the Marlborough Public Schools not to discriminate on the basis of race, gender, religion, national origin, color, homelessness,
sexual orientation, gender identity, age or disability in its education programs, services, activities or employment practices.



NOVEMER 5,2019 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Choice Offerings

Content Offerings

Title: Make Math Accessible for all Learners Through Differentiation — A.M. Session
Audience: 6-8 Math Teachers and Special Educators using Into Math
Location:

Summary: How can I make math accessible to each of my unique learners through the use of data and differentiation
structures and resources? To ensure equity, participants will explore the powerful teaching support and differentiation
options in Into Math to help all students access the mathematical content.

Learning Outcomes:
1. Use strategies to support instruction before, during, and after math to provide access to all

learners.
2. Connect language, culture, and literacy to math to deepen student understanding.
3. Plan instruction that explicitly addresses varying needs and supports for all learners.

Facilitator: Math Solutions facilitator

Title: Maximize Learning with Digital Resources — P.M. Session
Audience: 6-8 Math Teachers and Special Educators using Into Math
Location:

Summary: How can I use digital resources to maximize retention of content through application of mathematics? In
this session, participants will identify and integrate Into Math digital resources to enhance learning.

Learning Outcomes:
I. Understand current research around effective Blended Learning.
2. Explore Into Math digital resources to determine how they can support instruction.
3. Prepare lessons that meaningfully integrate digital resources, including projectables, interactive

lessons, and assessments.

Facilitator: Math Solutions facilitator

Title: MAPping Your Instruction: Using MAP to Differentiate — A.M. Session
Audience: Content, EL and SPED Teachers in grades 5-8
Location:

Summary of workshop: In this session, teachers will get a deep dive into the reports offered through the NWEA
MAP assessment. By going beyond a student’s single score, teachers will dig into class level reports to explore
students’ specific areas of relative weakness. This workshop will also help teachers understand how to use this data to
form groups and plan differentiated instruction. Finally, teachers will have the opportunity to review and use several
online sources of differentiated materials and plan small group instruction or differentiated lessons/homework.

Presenters: Jen Ryan



Title: Making Sense of Word Problems — A.M. & P.M. Session
Audience: K-5
Location:

Summary: “Do we have to do this one?” How many times do you hear this when a student comes to a word
problem? Or perhaps they just skip it altogether. During this session we will discuss how to make any word problem
accessible and easily understood by the range of learners within your classroom. We will focus on deconstructing word
problems through models, with both concrete manipulatives and pictorial representations. Teachers will be able to help
their students better understand word problems, find entry points to solve them, and explain and justify their
thinking. Through our work, we will incorporate Math Practice 1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving
them and Math Practice 4: Model with mathematics. This session is designed to help support high risk students and
provide opportunities to challenge your advanced learners.

Facilitators: Becky Kaija and Jaime Miller

Title: “Writing More Concise IEP Goals” — A.M. Session
Audience: Special Education Teachers for Grades 5-12
Location:

Summary: This workshop is designed to help special education teachers who service students in grades 5-12 to write
IEP goals that are more concise, realistic and measurable. Using the train-the-trainer concepts of a District sponsored
PD program led by consultant Carol Kosnitski in 2016, this workshop will teach special educators how to use the
“narrow and deep” goal development approach. I will also show them how to create goals based on the 7 dimensions of
change, which are the key to creating goals that are not only measurable, but focused. This workshop will also provide
special education teachers with sample goals, data collection tools and rubrics, so they can create their own goals based
on the narrow and deep approach.

Facilitator: Doug Tocio

Title: Pearson TELL for Elementary EL Staff— A.M. Session
Audience: Elementary EL Staff
Location:

Summary: MPS is in its third year of using Pearson TELL (Test of English Language Learning) to provide
benchmark and growth data for our English learners. This session, facilitated by an experienced TELL expert from
Pearson, will review the various reports, explain how to interpret the data provided, and help us use that data to inform
and guide our instruction. Come prepared with any and all questions about TELL!

Facilitator: Pearson facilitator

Title: Pearson TELL for Secondary EL Staff— P.M. Session
Audience: Secondary EL Staff
Location:

Summary: MPS is in its third year of using Pearson TELL (Test of English Language Learning) to provide
benchmark and growth data for our English learners. This session, facilitated by an experienced TELL expert from
Pearson, will review the various reports, explain how to interpret the data provided, and help us use that data to inform
and guide our instruction. Come prepared with any and all questions about TELL!

Facilitator: Pearson facilitator



Title: Fundations Tier 2- When Students Need More Practice - A.M. Session
Audience: K-3 Teachers, Power Hour Teachers
Location:

Summary: Fundations provides a solid base that most students progress through quickly. But what about when
students need more practice? What do you do when students are not applying skills to their reading? How do I help my
neediest readers? This workshop will offer a brief overview of the differences between Wilson and Fundations
including what students benefit from Wilson. Additional time will be spent on identifying trouble spots for students and
isolating specific skills to provide short targeted lessons. Supplemental Fundations materials will be looked at as well as
Fundations progress monitoring. Participants will plan several tier 2 lessons to use in their classroom. These lessons are
10-15 minutes and length and are prefect for flex-time, guided reading, andJor power hour. Please bring: at least two
Fundations student notebooks for students who you are concerned about and your Fundations teacher manual.

Facilitator: Christie Huther

Title: Power Hour Tool Kit Make and Take - -P.M. Session
Audience: K-i Teachers and Power Hour Teachers
Location:

Summary: A tool kit is a set of materials and “go to” teaching points that are targeted around a specific skill and area
of literacy. During this workshop we will discuss how to use targeted teacher dialogue to provide a specific teaching
point in a short 10-20 minute small group lesson. Examples of took kits will be explored to consider some “must haves”
for your tool kit. Then teachers will collaborate with other teachers who are teaching the SAME focus area or priority
group to identify teaching points and create a tool kit. Teachers will make mini-anchor charts that can be displayed
during small group instruction. Please bring: A binder with at least 10 sheet protectors or other desktop display for
mini-anchor charts and laptop. IF you have a copy of Reading Strategies Book by Jennifer Serravallo, please
bring it also.

Facilitator: Christie Huther

Title: Using Newsela to Differentiate Instruction - A.M. & P.M. Sessions
Audience: All Teachers in Grades 5-i2
Location:

Summary: Teachers turn to Newsela for differentiated content and assessment. Newsela is also a tool for
differentiating learning when Newsela features are applied with best practices. Newsela helps achieve differentiated
learning by supporting student access, engagement, and expression.

Facilitator: Danielle Sweetman, Learning and Engagement Manager, Newsela

Title: Project Based Learning Within the Classroom and Between Content Areas - P.M. Session
Audience: All Who Teach a Project-based Learning (PBL) Class and Would Like to Learn How to

Integrate Team Project Concepts Into Their Content Classroom
Location:

Summary: During this course, educators will explore ways to incorporate project-based learning concepts into their
own content classes to help build towards the skills needed to tackle the year-long team PBL project. Instruction will be
given and samples of single class projects and cross-curricular mini-projects will be provided to help explore the
meaningful connections that can be made during hands-on learning. Time will be allowed for teachers to plan during
the course. Teachers are encouraged to sign up with their team for planning and implementation purposes.

Facilitators: Lindsay Shomphe and Megan Fenneuff



Title: Unpacking the 2019 MA Arts Framework — A.M. Session
Audience: K-12 Art & Music Departments
Location:

Summary: Together, we will unpack the newly adopted 2019 Arts Curriculum Framework and gain a better sense of
how they are similar to and different from our last set of standards. We will look closely at the updated organization of
grade spans and the 11 standards of artistic practices that are common for all of the arts disciplines. In connection with
our district goals, we will also identify ways in which the new standards have an increased focus on developing
language skills. We will work together to identify ways to broaden our curriculum to cover Ihese standards and support
our students in these areas. This session will include time to collaborate with colleagues around this work.

Facilitators: Julie Baker & Jonathan Rosenthal

Title: Important facts about Dyslexia — P.M. Session
Audience: All Staff
Location:

Summary: This workshop is designed to help individuals understand what Dyslexia is and what it looks like.
Participants will learn the facts and myths about Dyslexia and will be able to help their students become more
successful learners.

Facilitator: Nicole Majowicz

Title: Dyslexia Awareness- A.M. Session
Audience: Grades K-6
Location:

Summary: Using informational videos educators will gain an understanding of aspects of dyslexia. The training will
include Identification, dyslexic challenges, dyslexic strengths, and creating an inclusive classroom for dyslexic learners.
Participants will gain an understanding of what dyslexic learners need to succeed in the classroom.

Facilitator: Nicole Portuondo

Title: Team Building & Problem Solving — A.M. & P.M. Sessions
Audience: Grades 9-12
Location:

Summary: Do you have difficulty creating groups that perform well together? Through teamwork and problem-
solving activities your classes can achieve greatness when they focus on a common goal. By exploring large and small
group activities we will become comfortable working with and trusting the abilities of others in the class. We will
explore ways to break the ice at the beginning of a class, use teamwork to develop a positive atmosphere, and work into
trust activities that lead to high element climbing.

Facilitator: Kevin Cormier



Title: Supporting the Literacy Growth of the “At Risk” Student - P.M. Session
Audience: Grades 9-12
Location:

Summary: At the end of this workshop, teachers will understand the puzzling behaviors that interfere frequently with
at-risk students’ learning and they will have a toolbox to address them. Contrary to widespread belief, students who do
not stay on task, lose control of their emotions, or are easily distracted are not “bad kids” who are being intentionally
uncooperative and belligerent. What is a teacher to do? Frontloading the lesson, creating a positive cognitive context,
chunking. chaining, giving visual cues, and deliberately decreasing the number of prompts are all tools that teachers can
use that both support all students and that supports at risk students as well.

Facilitator: Deb Brady, Ribas Associates

Title: Less is More in Teaching Writing — A.M. Session
Audience: Grades 9-12
Location:

Summary: This workshop uses the ideas of ongoing formative assessment of short, but incrementally challenging
writing assignments to provide more writing practice but less formalized, final (and time-consuming) grading for
teachers. This workshop uses the ideas of Gallagher and Kittle’s 180 Days and Schmoker’s “focused whole-class
instruction” to increase students’ writing frequency and at the same time reduce the time grading. For example, as a
formative assessment, teachers might collect students “best claim, evidence, and analysis” paragraph instead of waiting
until a final, polished essay is written to provide actionable feedback throughout the unit. Or, while students are working,
the teacher can select an almost proficient example of analysis (the weakest skill at that time) and teach how to improve
it.

Facilitator: Deb Brady, Ribas Associates



SEL Offerings

Title: Trauma-Informed, Strength Based Training - A.M. & P.M. Sessions
Audience: PreK-12 Staff
Location:

Summary: Training for staff members on using a positive, trauma-informed, strength-based approach with students
struggling with emotional & behavioral challenges. Charlie Appelstein is the author of”No Such Thing as a Bad Kid”.

Facilitator: Charlie Appelstein, MSW / Appelstein Training Resources, LLC

Title: Cognitive Behavior Therapy Part 2 - Full day Session
Audience: SACs, General Education and Special Education Teachers, Nurses
Location:

Summary: This is day 2 of a 3 part training on cognitive behavior therapy strategies. Day 2 focuses on identifying
depression, how to assess and develop a treatment plan for depression, and learn cognitive and behavioral strategies in
working with students with depression. If participants did not attend the day 1 session, a PowerPoint of information
presented from that session can be emailed to review.

Facilitators: Stephen Murphy & Stefanie Gregware / Open Sky Community Services

Title: Classroom Behavior Management- P.M. Session
Audience: General Education and Special Education Teachers
Location:

Summary: The ABC’s of behavior and how they impact classroom instruction. Presentation/discussion on teacher &
classroom tolerances, understanding the ABC’s of all behavior, consequences and how to increase appropriate
classroom behavior. Will include a Q&A session at conclusion.

Facilitator: Maria Signoracci, BCBA for MPS

Title: Just Talk About It — Mental Health Overview — A.M. & P.M. Sessions
Audience: Any staff working with students
Location:

Summary: Jon Mattleman and young adult Scott come together to provide an overview of adolescent mental health
from two perspectives - the lived experience and the clinical view. Through a dynamic overview of mental health
challenges facing adolescents, Jon will inform participants about adolescent brain development and current trends
around anxiety, depression, substance use, self-harm, and suicide, with the goal of educating the audience to be able to
notice warning signs and triggers of stress, anxiety, depression, and crisis. Crisis intervention is emphasized by learning
the signs of suicidal ideation and risk, and how to encourage those at risk to seek immediate help. Then hear from young
adult Scott who has been directly impacted by a mental health challenge. Scott will share his journey providing a
message of hope that treatment is available and wellness can be achieved by incorporating positive and supporting
coping skills.

Facilitators: Minding Your Mind Clinical Director Jon Mattleman and Young adult speaker Scott



Title: Keep Calm & Carry On: Using Mindfulness to Manage Stress for Educators — P.M. Session
Audience: General Educators & Special Education Teachers PreK-12
Location:

Summary: Educators experience unique stressors in their role. With that in mind, participants are introduced to
the concept of mindfulness to manage stress and anxiety and improve focus and wellbeing. Participants will learn
about formal and informal mindfulness practices, the neuroscience behind mindfulness, the positive impacts of the
relaxation response on the body and mind. Participants are invited to try a variety of mindfulness-based activities
throughout the workshop to enhance their self-care practice and develop a toolbox to be used throughout the school
day (and beyond!).

Facilitator: Linda Price, Minding Your Mind clinician



Technology Offerings

Title: Using Lexia and Readlive in the Classroom - -A.M. Session
Audience: Teachers and paraprofessionals who are working with students that use either program.
Location:

Summary: Participants will:

• Review the current research base for each program
• Explore the features of each program for students and teachers

o Hands-on opportunities to run reports, sign up students, create classes, and group students.
o Hands-on opportunities to see what the students see

• Learn how to progress monitor using the programs
o Student level reports
o Class level reports
o Fluency, comprehension, word study, grammar, and other indicators

Facilitator: Sue Charpentier, Reading Specialist

Title: Topic: Seesaw: Activities Library — P.M. Session
Audience: Grades PreK-4
Location:

Summary: At this session, participants will dive into the use of the activities library on the Seesaw app. Participants
will learn how to browse, assign, and even create their own activities to enhance their teachings in the classroom
through the use of technology. Everyone should leave this session with at least 1 lesson assigned to their class for use as
soon as the following day. Also, a Google document will be started for all participants who are interested in sharing
ideas that they have found or created in the seesaw activity library to help guide future lesson planning. Those who
participle in this PD and use this tool in their classroom will have evidence for all 4 standards on the educator evaluation
rubric: curriculum and planning, teaching all students, family engagement and professional culture.

Facilitator: Angela Augustini

Title: Laser Engraving Workshop — P.M. Session
Audience: Any district teacher of any subject
Location:

Summary: Using Marlborough High School’s new Epilog Laser Fusion M2 machine, participants will learn how to
program a simple CorelDraw file into the laser machine, resulting in a laser engraved drawing and/or text on wood. The
learning target of this workshop is to provide information, demonstration techniques, time to practice on our new laser
engraver, and to find ways that it may enhance your lessons, a school project, or reach that “hard to reach” student we
all have. The success criteria of the objective is that you make a laser engraved project to keep, ask a multitude of
questions, think of ways you can utilize what you have learned into your classroom, and to have a have some fun along
the way! Limited to 10 participants.

Facilitator: Ken Hanson



Title: Kids Can Code- Using Coding & Robotics with Young Learners K-4 — P.M. Session
Audience: PreK-4
Location:

Summary: Want your students to problem solve, collaborate, communicate and create all while being engaged in
learning? Then let’s get them started with coding. Coding at its most basic level is how we communicate with
computers, iPads and Smartphones. It’s what is used to build and run websites, apps, video games and more. More and
more careers use coding and we want our students to be future ready. Students are drawn to coding while, as teachers,
we may shy away from it because we haven’t had a chance to learn or experience what it is, or how we can integrate it
into our classrooms. The best way to learn about coding is to play. This session will introduce you to basic apps and
websites that students can access to learn how to code and build their skills. We will also look at coding and robotics.
You will have a chance to work with a variety of robots- Beebots, Spheros and Root Robots to see what they can do and
how you could use them in your classrooms. This will be a very hands-on workshop where you will play with the
robots, apps and websites. Time will be set aside to make resources for lessons using the robots. After this session you
will feel prepared to sign the robots out and use them with your class.

Facilitator: Nancy Marrese

Title: Clip, Create, Comprehend, and Communicate- PM Session
Audience: Grade PreK-4, EL, SPED and Specialists
Location:

Summary: Are you interested in bringing your sentence starters, classroom experiences, visuals, and discussions to
life in meaningful and engaging ways? Check out this professional development focused on using Clips and Book
Creator in the classroom. Clips offers endless possibilities for students to demonstrate their learning in innovative and
creative ways using templates, voice overs, and music. If creating classroom news, book reviews, or storytelling
interests you, this session is a must! Learn the “how to” behind the magic of publishing and have time for hands on play
that will have you feeling like an all-star author and producer. We will be using the Apps- Clips by Apple and Book
Creator. An iPad will be provided for you to use with the apps. Book Creator is also available on laptops and
Chromebooks. Participants should bring laptops.

Facilitators: Jennifer Smith & Thomas Plati

Title: Teaching SMARTer- A.M. Session
Audience: Grade 3-8 teachers
Location:

Summary: If you have access to SMART notebook software or would like access and are wondering how to leverage
this technology in your classroom, this is the PD for you! SMART software is a great platform for SMART units and
interactive projectors.

SMART tools are interactive, engaging and an effective way to integrate technology into your classroom. This PD will
cover and review the basics and move into some advanced features that will get you creating amazing lessons using
notebook, exchange and Smart Suite Online. These lessons then can be delivered to a whole class or accessed
individually or cooperatively using Chromebooks and iPads.

Time will be allotted for participants to make lessons to take back to their classrooms and use immediately. Smart
Notebook software is required and can be installed on laptops prior to the class. Please email Jennifer Smith to
gain access to the software.

Facilitators: Jennifer Smith & Nancy Marrese



Title: Aspen-Beyond the Basics - A.M. Session
Audience: Grade 6-12 Teachers
Location:

Summary: Did you know that you can hide assignments from individual students in Aspen? Do you dread counting
student absences at the end of a semester? Would you like to know how to undo a grade that you’ve mistakenly
changed? This workshop will teach you all this and so much more. Learn how to be a more efficient Aspen
user. Participants should bring their laptops and their questions about Aspen. (Please note: as the title indicates, this
session is not intended to address the basics of using Aspen but some of the features that you might not know about.)

Facilitators: Stacy Foulis and Lisa Capecea

Title: Let’s Write (Online) About It! - A.M. Session
Audience: Grades: 6-12 — All Content Areas
Location:

Summary: Have you been using journaling in class and would like to ramp it up? Have you wanted to incorporate
journaling into your class but fear the crates of ‘blue books’ you’ll have to dig through? Come and explore the benefits
of integrating journal writing and technology into your class! During this session, we’ll discuss the benefits of student
journaling and explore how moving journals into digital formats can make writing, submission, and feedback painless
and stress-free. We will explore two popular tools for classroom journaling and strategize routines and workflow for
using each. Additionally, we will talk about the structures ofjoumals, identify ways to differentiate in the classroom and
provide time for developing your own lesson. Participants should bring a Laptop, Chromebook, iPad or whatever
device they regularly use in the classroom.

Facilitator: Christopher Henry

Title: Literacy & Technology in Your Classroom — P.M. Session
Audience: Grades 7-12
Location:

Summary: During this session, we will discuss and review the current research in the areas of literacy strategies for all
curriculum areas as well as identify technology tools that can help incorporate these strategies on-the-fly to maximize
student learning. We’ll walk through sample lessons, and explore and prepare activities to be used in the classroom.
Participants will have the opportunity to create language objectives that incorporate literacy and technology for all
subjects. Participants should bring a Laptop, Chromebook, iPad or whatever device they regularly use in the
classroom.

Facilitators: Sue Charpentier & Christopher Henry



EL Offerings

Title: Using English Proficiency Benchmarks to Inform Instruction — A.M. Session
Audience: All teachers who have EL students in their classes—Secondary
Location:

Summary: Participants of this workshop will analyze 2019 ACCESS scores to identify students who did not meet their
progress targets, identify their students’ future progress target* and a difficulty index* for the 19/20 school year, and
create language goals for the students who have been struggling to meet their targets or have high difficulty
indices. This workshop is for EL and classroom/content teachers alike. Participants will leave with deeper knowledge
of their students’ language needs and strategies to increase their academic language.

*The Language Opportunity for Our Kids Act (LOOK Act) requires that the Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education (the Department) develop benchmarks for attaining English language proficiency for ELs. The Department
defines and disseminates to districts the English language proficiency benchmarks, or individual targets, for each
student’s annual progress toward English proficiency each fall. Meeting benchmarks means that an EL is on track to
attain English proficiency within six years of entering a Massachusetts public school. Schools and districts also receive
afuture progress target and a difficulty index for the following school year for each student.

Facilitator: Lynne Medailleu

Title: Using English Proficiency Benchmarks to Inform Instruction — P.M. Session
Audience: All teachers who have EL students in their classes—Elementary
Location:

Summary: Participants of this workshop will analyze 2019 ACCESS scores to identify students who did not meet their
progress targets, identify their students’ future progress target * and a difficulty index * for the 19/20 school year, and
create language goals for the students who have been struggling to meet their targets or have high difficulty
indices. This workshop is for EL and classroom/content teachers alike. Participants will leave with deeper knowledge
of their students’ language needs and strategies to increase their academic language.

*The Language Opportunity for Our Kids Act (LOOK Act) requires that the Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education (the Department) develop benchmarks for attaining English language proficiency for ELs. The Department
defines and disseminates to districts the English language proficiency benchmarks, or individual targets, for each
student’s annual progress toward English proficiency each fall. Meeting benchmarks means that an EL is on track to
attain English proficiency within six years of entering a Massachusetts public school. Schools and districts also receive
a future progress target and a difficulty index for the following school year for each student.

Facilitator: Lynne Medailleu

Title: Supporting Struggling Readers and Writers Though Linguistic Scaffolding — A.M. & P.M. Sessions
Audience: PreK-12 Staff
Location:

Summary: Teachers across grade levels and content areas face the challenge of designing engaging and age-
appropriate instruction for students who struggle to make sense of dense print. This problem intensifies as students
transition from elementary to middle school and attempt to participate in math, science, history, and English language
arts instruction at the high school level. Many of these students are emergent bilinguals who are in the process of
developing academic literacies and others are students who also require more powerful forms of “linguistic scaffolding”
if they too are going to develop new content knowledge and associated ways of using print. To respond to this
challenge, the purpose of this workshop is to demonstrate how teachers working in Springfield, Holyoke, and
Northampton Public Schools designed powerful “linguistic scaffolds” to support their diverse learners in reading,
discussing, and writing about increasingly dense and abstract texts in different content areas.

Facilitator: Dr. Meg Gebhard, University of Massachusetts Amherst
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Call to Order September 24, 2019

1. Michelle Bodin-Hettinger called the regular meeting of the Marlborough School
Committee to order at 7:30 p.m. at the District Education Center, 17 Washington Street,
Marlborough, MA. Members present included Denise Ryan, Heidi Matthews, Darren
McLaughlin and Earl Geary. Also present were Superintendent Michael Bergeron,
Assistant Superintendent of Teaching and Learning, Mary Murphy, Director of Finance
and Operations, Douglas Dias, MEA Representative Rupal Pate!, and Administrative
Support Julia Marshall. Chairman Arthur Vigeant arrived to the meeting at 7:45 p.m.

This meeting is being recorded by local cable, WMCT-TV, and is available for review.

2. Pledge ofAllegiance: Michelle Bodin-Hettinger led the Pledge of Allegiance.

3. Presentation:
A. MHS Student Advisory. Two Student Advisor Committee members presented

updates on various activities at Marlborough High School, including marching
band and EEE. Allison Lucas spoke about the marching band practicing during
the summer to learn the halftime show, which has a theme of superheroes, for the
fall football season. She also spoke about the accepting nature of the band — after
every football game almost everyone goes to the 99 Restaurant to hangout—and
the athletic department. The second student presenter, Emma Marakoulos,
talked about how sports games/practice scheduling has shifted because of the
EEE breakout, and the students have mixed emotions about these times
changing. The other Student Advisor Committee members were unable to make
the meeting to present on their topics.

B. Camp Invention. Grade 5 Maker Space teacher Kelly Hall discussed the MPS
sponsored summer program, Camp Invention, which ran for its second year this
summer for 2 weeks. Ms. Hall spoke about the experiences of students and staff
during this program. Marlborough High School students intern at this program,
and most of them returned for the second summer this year. The student
curriculum is very thought-provoking with many guiding and reflective
questions, and parents are sent home newsletters explaining what students learn
about. Ms. Hall explained four modules the students went through and the
experiments/inventions they created throughout the summer program.

www. mps-edu. org
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The feedback of parents and teachers were incorporated into Ms. Hall’s
presentation to show the importance and profoundness of this program. All the
teachers returned to Camp Invention this summer, as well as many students. This
program was free to students and provided breakfast and lunch for them.
Committee members asked questions about the changes in curriculum,
enrollment capacity and availability of Camp Invention to fifth graders.

4. Committee Discussion/Directives: None

5. Communications: Mrs. Matthews read an email from Marlene Manell, who voiced
personal experiences/concerns about North Reading Transportation (NRT) bus drivers
putting students in danger. She had negative experiences riding the bus with students
to/from music events, including the football games, where drivers were speeding or
driving recklessly. She has had these concerns for a while but thought NRT’s contract
with Marlborough Public Schools meant nothing could be done about this; since NRT’s
contract is up she feels it is time to share her experiences.

A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to put these
concerns regarding NRT on record.
Motion passed 6-0-0.

6. Superintendents Report:
Superintendent Bergeron began his report by recognizing two students, Dinh Ton and
Sarah Hayward, for the Superintendent’s Certificate of Excellence. Sarah Hayward also
was recognized as the commended student in the 2020 National Merit Scholarship
Program. The written recommendations from the guidance department on the students’
behalf were read by Superintendent Bergeron. These recommendations discussed the
students’ background and experiences and extracurriculars at Marlborough High School
and in their community at large. Both students were presented with certificates by
Superintendent Bergeron; Mary Murphy assisted the Superintendent in presenting
Sarah Hayward with hers. Both students thanked their parents and teachers in a short
acceptance speech.

www. mps-edu. org
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Superintendent Bergeron continued with the second item on his report by explaining his
draft FY20 Superintendent goals for this academic year. The main goals included
establishing effective direction setting, being present in the schools and developing an
effective redistricting plan. He welcomed feedback to his goals; previous feedback to
previous goals assisted in his creation of these new goals and connecting them to the
standard for which his goals relate to. Superintendent Bergeron finished his report by
explaining how the new rubric is being used, and next School Committee meeting’s
agenda will include voting on the goals and rubric. Mrs. Matthews mentioned Mrs.
Hennessy’s notes that were forwarded to her via email regarding the Superintendent’s
second goal about being present in the schools and supporting the principals. Ms.
Hennessy concern was to ensure that the Superintendent’s interactions with all of the
principals maintained the common message throughout the system. Based off Ms.
Hennessy’s feedback, Superintendent Bergeron will revise goal two and bring this
revision to the next meeting.

A. Director of Finance & Operations Report
Director of Finance & Operations, Douglas Dias, began his report by reminding
parents that free and reduced lunch applications must be completed each year; if
anyone is uncomfortable doing the application through their school, they can come
to his office directly to complete the process. Superintendent Bergeron explained
that the committee previously voted to not collect the reduced fee of $0.40 from
students, so students qualified for “reduced lunch” are recognized as having “free
lunch.” Mr. Dias included an update from Chris Duane, the President and CEO of the
MetroWest Boys & Girls Club, regarding the Boys & Girls Club licensed summer and
after school program, which is attached to his report. Participation is higher this
year, but there is still space available for parents/students interested in joining the
program. Mr. Dias commended the translation team on doing a solid job with
translating documents; there were no Portuguese or Spanish documents sent out to
third-party providers. The translation team is available over the phone, in the
schools, at IEP meetings and events, such as Curriculum night, to assist staff, parents
and students as needed. Mr. Dias finished his report by stating how NRT is working
to identify and correct issues and make changes regarding problems, such as bus
routes, recently brought to light since the school year has begun. Mrs. Matthews
asked if Richer school has turned any students away since they reached capacity for
the before/after school Boys & Girls Club program. Superintendent Bergeron stated
that he met with Chris Duane, and they are willing to expand if the need for
programming arises.

www. mps-edu. org
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B. Director of Student Services Report

The Director of Student Services, Jody O’Brien, updated the committee on the
current district-wide programs each Elementary school provides to special education
students. Ms. O’Brien explained that Kane Elementary and Richer Elementary will
continue to house the TLC and Connections programs in their respective buildings.
The new Elementary school will house The Pathways Program, along with Jaworek
Elementary, which currently does such, to support the projected number of
preschoolers requiring this program as they enter kindergarten next year. Two of the
four current Pathways teachers will be retained by Jaworek, and the remaining two
special education teacher positions will move to the new school; staff and student
assignments will be determined when assignments for the other schools are
complete. Denise Ryan asked about which school will have the K-2 classroom and
which will have the 3-5 classroom. Ms. O’Brien clarified that there will be a K-2
classroom and a 3-5 classroom in both Jaworek and the new school.

7. Acceptance of Minutes:
A. Minutes of the August 27, 2019 School Committee Meeting

A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to accept
these minutes.
Motion passed 6-0-0.

B. Minutes of the September 10, 2019 School Committee Meeting
A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to accept
these minutes.
Motion passed 6-0-0.

8. Public Participation: None

9. Action Items/Reports:
A. MHS Schedule Adjustment Request

Principal Daniel Riley presented the yearly request for early-release days. Mr. Riley
began by explaining that this request is consistent with previous years’ requests
except for one change regarding Midterm/Final exams. There is little time for
teachers to review Midterm exam results to be able to adjust their teaching practices
based off these results. His proposal asks that his staff be provided with time to
review the results so they can make these adjustments. Mr. Riley recommended that
the School Committee accepts the PSAT/SAT/MCAS staggered opening and the early
release format for Semester 1 & 2 Exams scheduled for 2019-2020.
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A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to approve
the staggered/early release proposal presented by Mr. Riley.
Motion passed 6-0-0.

B. MASC Conference Delegate
The School Committee must nominate one member to be their voting delegate at the
MASS/MASC Conference as well as an alternate voting delegate.

A motion was made by Mrs. Bodin Hettinger and seconded by Chairman Vigeant to
nominate Mrs. Matthews as the MASC Conference Delegate.
Motion passed 5-0-0.

A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant, to nominate
Mrs. Bodin-Hettinger as the alternative for the MASC Conference Delegate position.
Motion passed 5-0-0.

C. MASC Resolutions
Mrs. Matthews presented a report of the nine resolutions proposed by the
Resolutions Committee of MASC for this year, which will be voted on at the annual
conference held from November 6th through the 9th of this year. The School
Committee discussed the resolutions and instructed the delegate and alternate
delegate as to how the Committee wants their vote tallied. (Full resolution report can
be found in the meeting agenda).

Resolution 1 calls for the ban of polystyrene materials, such as foam cups, bowls,
plates and trays, from Massachusetts Public Schools by the 2022-2023 school year.

A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to reject
Resolution 1.

Motion passed 5-1-0.
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Resolution 2 calls for the elimination of the MTEL and the MA Performance
Assessment for leaders (MaPAL) as licensing requirements for educators and for the
governance and licensure of professional educators to be vested in a board
comprised of licensed educators.

A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to approve
Resolution 2.

Motion passed 6-0-0.

Resolution 3 calls for the creation of a working group to advise the Legislature on the
best solutions to support greater competition and higher performance from
transportation companies. Be it further resolved that in order to promote greater
competition for bus service contracts, the Legislature should eliminate M.G.L c. 71 §
7C, and authorize a deeper analysis into the lack of bidders on school transportation
contracts.
A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to approve
Resolution 3 with an amendment to include 30B to allow districts to use an RFP
process to procure transportation services.
Motion passed 5-0-1. (AGV)

Resolution 4 calls for on Congress to take swift and effective actions on climate
change to protect current and future students. Be it further resolved that MASC
advocates for funding for school infrastructures need and emergency funding for
disaster relief caused by natural catastrophes and extreme weather events.

A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to reject
Resolution 4.
Motion passed 6-o.
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Resolution 5 calls for the Commonwealth to fully reimburse transportation funding
for children in foster care and state care. DCF and DESE must complete the process
to provide proper documentation for the Commonwealth to receive reimbursement
for transportation expenses under Title IV-E of the Social Security Act. Be it further
resolved that MASC advocate the Massachusetts General Court to properly calculate
and assume the full expense of providing educational services to students in foster
care and state care including the costs of assessments, regular day and special
education services as well as out-of-district placements, transportation and mental
health services.

A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Mrs. Bodin-Hettinger to
approve Resolution 5.
Motion passed 6-0-0.

Resolution 6 calls for MASC to file or support legislation that will provide a sufficient
appropriation for universal pre-K in Massachusetts and will achieve the actions
necessary to provide access to good, quality universal pre-K for all children in
Massachusetts.

A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to approve
Resolution 6.
Motion passed 6-o-o.

Resolution 7 calls for MASC to prioritize, as a matter of public policy agenda, and file
for and support legislation to support the eradication of poverty among children in
Massachusetts and advocate for social and economic justice for students and their
families that will include:

• Support for a revenue stream that supports social and economic
priorities for children and families

• Support for state program and services that serve children at greatest
social and emotional risk which are easily accessible to students and
families

• Advocacy for nutrition programs that eradicate hunger among children
• Advocacy for healthcare including vision, hearing, dental and mental

health through accessible service providers

www. mps-edu. org
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• Support for pre-kindergarten programs for all children
• Advocacy for increasing educational opportunities for children to grow

both inside and outside of school

A motion was made by Mrs. Bodin-Hettinger, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to
approve Resolution 7.
Motion passed 6-0-0.

Resolution 8 calls for MASC to work with the state and federal legislatures to provide
additional funding to provide free access to menstrual products from the school
nurse and in restrooms and locker rooms.
A motion was made by Mrs. Ryan, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to approve
Resolution 8.
Motion passed 4-0-2. (AGV, HM)

Resolution 9 calls for MASC to seek legislative action to both address the deleterious
effects of charter school funding on certain municipalities and school districts across
the state and approve a comprehensive set of reforms that includes:

1. Establishment of strict guidelines or regulations to require that charter
schools enroll representative cross sections of students residing within the
school service areas.

2. Reporting of accurate numbers of students who leave charter schools to
return to the sending districts or district of residence.

3. Requiring the MA Department of Elementary and Second Education to retain
and report accurate data on enrollment of students with learning disabilities,
physical disabilities, economic disadvantage, emotional disability and status
as racial and linguistic minorities.

4. State requirements that all charter schools be funded in full by the
Commonwealth rather than by expropriation of Chapter 70 education aid
from the sending cities, towns and regions.

5. State funding in full of any mitigation funds created to offset the loss of state
funding for students who become students in charter schools.

Superintendent Bergeron noted that number 4 and number 5 are in conflict of
one another.
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A motion was made by Mrs. Bodin-Hettinger, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to
approve Resolution 9.
Motion passed 6-0-0.

A motion was made by Mrs. Bodin-Hettinger, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to
approve the proposed amendments to the MASC by-laws.
Motion passed 6-o-o.

D. Recommendations to Award Five-Year Transportation Contract
Douglas Dias, the Director of Finance & Operations, discussed the invitation for
proposals for a five-year contract to provide regular education transportation, in-
district special education transportation and McKinney-Vento transportation that
the Marlborough Public Schools released. North Reading Transportation (NRT) was
the lowest bidder in all three categories, which would save around $730,000 for the
school system in the first year. Mr. Dias recommended that the School Committee
vote to award a five-year contract to North Reading Transportation. Mr. Geary asked
about the process that occurs when MPS receives a complaint/concern regarding the
bus company. Mr. Dias explained that concerns are dealt with, speed/GPS data can
be extracted to look at a certain incident and drivers could be reprimanded if
necessary. Chairman Vigeant explained how he spoke with Chief Giorgi about
stopping buses, without kids on it, that are speeding to send a message to drivers
that there are consequences for their actions.

A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant, to award the
five-year transportation contract to NRT.
Motion passed 6-o-o.

E. Acceptance of Donations and Gifts
Donation made by Donor’s Choose to the Whitcomb Middle School in the amount of
$417.46.

A motion was made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant, to accept
with gratitude the donations.
Motion passed 6-o-o.
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Reports of School Committee Sub-Committees: None

ii. Members’ Forum
Chairman Vigeant noted that he attended a meeting about the school funding that will
be voted on within 10 days with no information to the public, communities or
municipalities. The legislature can’t tell the public what it will cost or where the money
will come from. Legislature instructed the MMA to speak with their senators to find out
what impact they would have with the new bill; senators have not responded back to
them yet.

Mrs. Bodin-Hettinger questioned where the Student Representative has been.
Superintendent Bergeron with follow-up with Principal Riley.

12.Adjournment:
Motion made by Mrs. Matthews, seconded by Chairman Vigeant to adjourn at 9:06 p.m.

Motion passed 6-o-o.

HM/jm

Respectfully submitted,

Heidi Matthews
Secretary, Marlborough School Committee
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE Agenda Item # 9A
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
(ACTION ITEM) For School Committee Meeting of

November 12, 2019

SUBJECT: Whitcomb School Akiruno Exchange Program 2020 Approval

Person(s) preparing Agenda Item: Rupal Pate!

Title:
Whitcomb School Akiruno Exchange Program Coordinator

Listing of Attachments (supporting documentation):

Dates of 2020 Akiruno to Marlborough Student Visit
Dates of 2020 Marlborough to Akiruno Visit

BACKGROUND:

Students from Marlborough have traveled to our sister city, Akiruno-Shi, Japan to participate in a
student exchange program for junior high students in Akiruno. In return, Marlborough students and
Whitcomb School have welcomed students from Akiruno.

STATUS:

2020 will mark the 22nd year of students from Marlborough to Akiruno.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the School Committee approve the dates for the 2020 Whitcomb School/Akiruno Exchange

program.

Recommended by:

Recommended by the Superintendent:

6/2017
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1APS Rupal Patel, Whitcomb School EL Coordinator rpatel@mps-edu.org
Mctlboeough Pbc SchooLs 25 Union Street, Marlborough, MA 01752

Phone (508) 460-3502 ext.13015 • Fax (508) 460-3547

WHITCOMB SCHOOL/AKTRUNO EXCHANGE PROGRAM 2020 DATES

October 29, 2019

Dear School Committee Members,

The Marlborough Public Schools has offered an Exchange Program with our sister city, Akiruno-shi,
Tokyo, Japan since 1998. The goal of the program is to offer successful candidates in grades 7 and 8
the opportunity to immerse themselves in the culture and academics of Japanese schools and home
lives. We would like to begin the application process as soon as possible and recommend the
approval of the dates for the 2020 program as follows.

Proposed dates for the 2020 program:

• Friday, October 9 — Tuesday, October 20, 2020 (leaving on Thursday, October 8 for Friday
arrival)

Additionally, the City of Akiruno has been sending students to Marlborough since 1997. The
proposed dates for the 2020 are:

• Wednesday, October 28 — Thursday, November 5, 2020.

Respectfully,

Rupal Patel



SCHOOL COMMITTEE Agenda Item # 9B
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
(ACTION ITEM) For School Committee Meeting of

November 12, 2019

SUBJECT: Festival Disney /

Person(s) preparing Agenda Item: Jonathan Rosenthal

Title: Music Supervisor, K-12

Listing of Attachments (supporting documentation):

BACKGROUND:
Participation in music festivals is one of the most effective and valid methods of assessment for high school performing ensembles. Music groups for various school districts
come together to showcase and compare skills, techniques, and repertoire they have leamed and rehearsed throughout the school year. The out of state festival provides the
added opportunities to travel, to meet and interact with students from all around the country with common talents and musical interests, and to be adjudicated by some of the
country’s finest educators and professional musicians. Since 1993, the music department has been proud to represent Marlborough High School at festivals in Williamsburg,
VA, Toronto, Ontario, Orlando, FL, Virginia Beach, VA. and Washington DC.

STATUS:
The music department and the MPS Music Association recognize the unique education value of an out of state music festival. Next year we would like to travel to Orlando,
Florida. This festival offers students many educational opportunities such as adjudicated performances and a clinic conducted by professional educators. The educational
benefits from these “hands on” clinics were invaluable to all ‘ho attended; therefore, we would like to attend the festival in Disney World. If our trip is approved, we can go
forward with communication alerting the students to the April dates, 2021. As before, fund-raising projects will be organized to help finance the trip.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the School Committee approve the Musical Festival to Orlando, FL from Thursday, April 15, 2021 through
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 so that the music department can notify students and their parents, officially register for
participation and begin fundraising.

J’L
Recommended by:

Recommended by the Superintendent: ‘ 6”f /
6/2017



SCHOOL COMMITTEE Agenda Item # 9C
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
(ACTION ITEM) For School Committee Meeting of

November 12, 2019

SUBJECT: Update from Assabet Valley Collaborative (1 of 4)

Person(s) preparing Agenda Item:
Michael Bergeron

Title:
Superintendent

Listing of Attachments (supporting documentation):

AVC School Committee Update

BACKGROUND:

DESE regulations require collaborative Board Members to provide four (4) updates about the
collaborative to their representative school committees each year.

STATUS:

This report serves as the first of four (4) reports for the 2019-2020 school year.

RECOMMENDATION:

That you read the report to review the updates of the Assabet Valley Collaborative and have the chance
to ask clarifying questions.

Recommended by:

Recommended by the Superintendent:

6/20 17
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COLLABORATIVE

28 Lord Road, Suite 125; , Marlborough, MA 01752

Telephone: 508-460-0491 Fax: 508-460-0493

School Committee Update — 1’ Report (1 of4)

October 25, 2019

HIGHLIGHTS

Collaborative Statutes, Regulations, and Oversight

• Legislative Update: NE\V COLLABORATIVE LAW signed by Governor Baker in January 2020.
• improve Chapter 43 ofthe Acts of2012

• remove DESE Appointee to Board

• enable services to adults beyond age 22 if other state agency approves

• Next steps: Regions for MA Collaboratives and partnerships with DESE

DESE Guidelines

• Dii tics & Responsibilities of Co/Ia bora tire Board Mcm bcrs & Boa rcls ofDirectors
• Responsibilities ofSchool Corn inittees as Members ofa Collaborative

A VC’s website —

/

U
_Stw

A VC Collaborative Agreement amended 2018. Membership Map (Auburnjoined 2018)
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FY19 Accomplishments
• AVG was awarded a $100,000 contract with MA DESE to provide a yearlong professional blended

learning series for 100 educators in “Developing Cultural Proficiency.” AVG consultants had the
opportunity to design and deliver the project in partnership with renowned author Zaretta Hammond

• AVG was awarded a $25,000 capacity-building grant from the Sudburv Foundation which funded a
contract with social innovation firm Design Impact to train AVG consultants to apply the principles of
Design Thinking to leadership and consulting work at AVG

• AVG published Commitments to Educational Equity and new position of Educational Equity Specialist
which led to the design of new services to school districts.

• AVG added new position of Information Systems Specialist improve utilization of information
technology

Major Priorities & Challengesfor AVG in FY20
• New home for REACH 1 at Woodward Elementary School in Southborough
• New contract with Acton Boxborough Public Schools for wraparound services with FSP
• Technology Audit to support improved infrastructure and capacity
• Locate community-based home for Evolution 2020
• Installation of incline platform lift and new roof at Orchard Street Academy
• Educational equity - internally and externally - including organizational redesign toward shared leadership.
• Deep inquiry with member district leaders regarding needs, capacity, and ideas for their collaborative
• Expand consulting and professional development to diversif5i services and to leverage use of PD space
• Stabilize and strengthen enrollment in AVG programs


